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Dr Charles Lindquist professor
in Beavers history-government de
partment is the author of an ar
tide entitled The Origin and De
Velopment of the Magistrate
System published in the January
1970 issue of the American JournaZ
of Legal History
Dr Lindquist recently testified
before the United States Senates
sub-committee on Improvements
within the Judicial Machinery His
experience and knowledge of this
field helped make successful the
attempt to revise and consolidate
Mr William Smith assistant
conductor of the Philadelphia Or-
ehestra will give series of three
lectures preceding three concerts
by the Philadelphia Orchestra at
the Acadmy of Music which Mr
Thomas Barlows Fundamental
Concepts of Music class and Dr
Dorothy Haupts Music Histrn
and Literature class will attend as
course requirement
The first lecture will be held in
Murphy Chapel on Wednesday
February 11 at 700 p.m The
concert following this lecture will
be performed on Friday afternoon
the system of judicial appointment
which had been in muddled state
of unclear hierarchy
The United States Senate sub-
committees often call on experts
in specific fields to testify and pro-
vide Information on issues under
discussion United States Senators
ordinarily possess general work-
ing knowledge of the processes and
mechanics of government
yet must rely on informed special-
ists such as Dr Lindquist as
basis for educated decision-making
February 20 This concert will be
followed by post-concert discus-
sion led by Mr Smith in the Ball-
room of the Academy of Music
The second lecture will be held
in the Mirror Room March 11 at
700 p.m and the concert will take
place on Monday March 16
The third lecture also to be held
in the Mirror Room is scheduled
for April 29 at 700 pm and the
concert on Monday Miy
Tickets for the concerts are be-
ing provided by the Presser Music
Foundation in Philadelphia
temporary Issues one-hour film
on problems of the city -- one
the Bell Telephone White Paper
Series previously shown on tele
vision will begin the program
Following the film will be panel
discussion Members of the panel
will include Dr Charles Undquist
professor of political science at
Beaver College Mr Peter MoPer
professor of theater arts at Beaver
College playwright and director
Dr Aaron Katcher directo
of the division of behavioral sd
ence School of Dental Medicine
University of Pennsylvania and
Miss Marty Dickson coordinator of
suburban involvement Center of
Research in Nonviolent Resolution
in Conflict Haverford College
The first program in the series
Genesis of An Exhibition was pre
seuted by Mr Jack Davis chair-
man of the fine arts department
last October Dissent will be the
topic of the next program which is
to be presented April at 800
p.m in the Castle
faculty member of the art do-
partment Miss Jean Francksen is
to be commended for her recent
addition to The Thomas and
Jeanette McCabe Library at
Swarthmore College designed by
Vincent Kling Associates Mr Mc-
Cabe chairman of the Scott Paper
Company and donor of the library
was chairman of the gift commit-
tee of the class of 1915 who corn-
missioned ML Francksen for
her combination sculpture eading
The results of the student ques
tionnaire taken on January 28
were tallied last week and the
committee on parietals held an
open meeting to discuss the results
and to listen to suggestions stu
dents concerning parietal systems
The questionnaire indicated that
substantial majority of the student
population desires some kind of 24-
hour parietal privilege Vice-pres
ident of SGO Debbie Parks has
announced that the proposals con-
cerning parietal hours will be corn-
pleted some time this week
Following the detailed outline
for proposal form drawn up by
Dean Florence Plummer Debbie
and some members of the parietal
committee composed five proposals
For five different parietal systems
24 hour parietals seven days
week 24 hour Friday Sunday
24 hour parietals Friday Sat-
urday Parietals from 1200
p.m 1130 p.m Sunday Thurs
day and from 1200 p.m 200
a.m Friday Saturday The
present system 100 900 p.m
Sunday Thursday 100 200
a.m Friday Saturday
According to the present pro-
posal outline proposal of any
kind should consist of re-
port containing documented cvi-
dence showing need for the sug
gested improvement and any re
quired changes to implement it
Provisions to protect the rights
and privileges of all members of
the college community and as
necessary to ensure their safety
by Oil Bonfietti
light now complementing the tm-
pressive sunken reading lounge
Basic platonic solids composed of
brass plate and rods are balanced
in Golden Mean relationship on
fulcrum conceptual approach to
thc forms is evidenced in the cpu-
cal shifts of the solids which ar
used to symbolize the union of Art
and Science This seemed to Miss
Francksen an appropriate symboi
for the college activities The
forms change their visual relation-
ships as the viewer shifts his posi
and security carefully
worded statement of the improve-
ment and/or necessary change
with ccmplete details of how it is
to be implemented and who is in-
volveci or affected clear
precise and complete statement
concerning the responsibilities of
all persons involved in the imple
menting of the improvement and/
or change The persons who are
responsible for the supervision and
administration should be clearly
indicated as well as the violations
specific to the proposal and
Provisions for review at later
time As nothing is perfect this is
essential
Questionnaire Results
Following are the results of the
questionnaire regarding parietals
that was distributed last week Of
the 670 questionnaires passed out
to the students 573 were returned
The average response is noted
The campus has become
more alive and interesting because
of the new parietal system
Agreed
There has been noted dis
regard for the individuals privacy
because of the institution of new
parietals Disagreed
Beaver has become less of
suit case college because of the
expanded parietal hours Unde
cided
The dormitories have become
increasingly noisier with the pres
ence of more male guests Dis
agreed
Continued on Page 01
tion Form and reform afford ever-
changing invitations for explora
tion In addition to the sculpture
itself light for reading was neces
sary The solution is offered in
the supporting bar of the major
mass illuminating the seat below
The McCabe Libraiy is con-
temporary expression of the neigh-
boring main building The exterior
stonework perpetrates the librarys
interior accentuated in warm tones
by touchcs of oak bronze plaster
and tinted glass
The Weather
Throbbing
Dr Lindquist Publishes
Article in Legal Journal
Be my transplant
A11UP hi Spnnsur
The City Prnqram
The Beaver College Chapter of
the American Association of Uni
versity Professors will sponsor
program entitled The City at 800
p.m on February 11 in the Little
Theater
The program is the second in
series of community lectures and
discussions sponsored by the Beave
chapter of the AAUP entitled Con
Committee tin Parietal Hours
To Complete Final Proposals
Questionnaires Have Been Tallied
Dr Lindquist
by Janet Hayes
Miss Franeksen Designs Sculpture
For Swarthnore College Library
Mr Wm Smith Will Give Lecture Series
COOKIE DETMLS SGO AND CLASS ELECTIONS TONIGHT
Nominations for SGO offices open tomorrow In preparation
Cookie will hold meeting in Heinz Lounge tonight at 730 to give
anyone interested in SGO or class offices the opportunity to have
their questions answered SGO President Vice-President Secre
tary and Treasurer and Chairman of Judicial Board will be elected
February 25 with campaigning taking place during the week of
February 18
Nominations for class offices open February 25 campaigning
is during the week of March climaxing with the election on
March 11
Beginning on March 16 the new officers will serve through
spring of 1971
Miss Franckseus sculpture Basic platonic solids balanced in Golden Mean Relationship on
fulcrum
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The English Comprehensive Examination
is one of those perpetually perplexing prob
lems at Beaver which is annually pulled out
of our vast treasure chest of rainy day puz
zies stored along with the unanswerable pon
derables like Honor Code and Student Re-
sponsibility It has become mental exer
cise in debate usually not very good de
bate an annual faculty student intra
mural scrimmage Like General Motors the
English department comes out with new
model every year This years number Bea
vers Edsel the result of several years of
experimental mutations is an unrecognizable
example of the original plan The idea be-
hind the comprehensive exam has been lost
itutirely
The original purpose of comprehensi\
xamination was to bring together in an en
eompassing study the history of literature
following ich ologie0 on tune-line Lhrough
the history of man students were to aim at
drawing togethLr tiot only the foui years of
college English study but all that lean ted
before which added to ones bade knonledge
and understanding It is an admirable goal
difficult to achieve tn lifetinie ol study
impossible to achieve in an exam
In an effort to reform the exam making
it less encompassing and more realistic the
present comprehensive course was devised
breaking literature up into six periods hav
ing students pick two areas of concentration
The comprehensive and the course of study
are now like two super final exams no more
comprehensive than specific one-semester
course No overview or perspective on uni
versal trends and thought patterns is gained
at all Certainly no real sythesizing ability
is tested
And indeed why should such knowledge
be tested at all How can it be graded
comprehensive study of ones cumulative
knowledge is an exciting idea Wouldnt such
study be more worthwhile and encompassing
if it were done in seminar form Students
and faculty would contribute together to the
class allowing those with specialized knowl
edge in one area to instruct those with differ
ent areas of concentration Students learning
prom other students with faculty supervision
comparison of ideas exchange This
would be memorable invaluable senior
seminar
Change is slow the machinery is old and
stubborn We waited too long this year
People really must begin now to decide the
question of comprehensives for next fall The
exam is outmoded Were tired of the game
4wcftd 7cum
CtNEMA
Bandbox 30 Armat St Germantown
February 11-14 Montery Pop and 1010
La Chinoise 830
February 15-17 Trans Europe Express
and 1030
Spirits of the Dead 830
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium
February 11 Medium Cool
February 17 Room Seriice
Punctured Romance
February 13-15 Sympathy for the Devil
and 930
YM/YWIJA Arts Council 401 Broad Street
February 21 The Golden Coach 830
TN EAT RE
The Playhouse 17 and Delaney Sta
February 1928 To Be Yoang Gifted and Black
Lorraine Hanaberry
Randall Theatre
30 Look Back In Anger
Joim Osborne
February 13-14 830 Look Back In Anger
Forrest Theatre 114 Walnut Street
Hadrian VII 730
MUStC
Swarthmore College
February 10 Paul Zukofsky 515 in the Bond
Memorial Room Davidovakys Synchron
lam for Flute Clarinet Violin Cello and
Tape and works by Wuorinen
February 13 Violinist Paul Zukofaky and Rom
uald Teco Jean Dupuon Viola and Robert
Martin Cello will perform works by Dohn
anyi Cage and Mozart at Th in Pearson
Theatre
ivie Center Museum at 34th Street
February 15 International Concerts American
Institute for Italian Culture
LECTURES
Swartlimore College
February 11 The Inner World of Jorge Luis
Borges 800 Martin 201
ART EXFBBTS
La Salle College Union Phila Pa 2401 Panama St
Judaism in Art by Simon Cohen thru February
20
The Works 2017 Locust St
ErkOno Art Exhibit
When one is contemplating the variors types of
people represented within the Beaver College corn-
munity it is usually bust to forget about coming to
any definite conclusions and to return to the New
Yen Times crossword purzle or whatever After
dli one rrnght say we have nothing in common
with each other Although we do tend to fall into
the rual cxtegories It is useless to try and form the
as3orted partc Into any krnd of whole so win do
my crossu ord puzzle
avever there is one characteristic that is corn-
mon to all groups cliques types and sects music
IL must be immediately interjected that the music
rny and iwually does vary greatly from person to
arson group to group But It is still music and
often oveilaps
And so there is something in common something
to work from In order to prove this theory one
might simply walk down any hall in any dorm
around 700 p.m on weeknight From each room
comes different attain Eric Anderson Mozart
The Band Feliclano Barbra Streisand Hair The
Beach Boys Judy Collins The Supremes The Ulti
mate Spinach The Beatles The First Edition The
Fifth Dimension The Lettermen Frank Sinatra
The 1910 Fruitgum Company The Temptations ad
infinitum It Is up to the reader to make her own
conclusions concerning who is usually associated
with these varying sounds
And so it is not necessary to get upset when
considering the entire student body After all if
one is mentally destroyed while taking in mere
800 girls Imagine the consequences of contemplat
ing the population of Glenside or the world The
solution to the problem of unifying the student body
is obvious dont talk to each other sing to each
other
There would be numerous changes brought about
by this new behavior Lectures would become
arias group discussions would have to be termed
chorales the Chat would become the Medley
meetings of the House of Representatives suddenly
would be jam sessions et cetera
Of course there would still be some basic prob
lems For example people who were previously
b3res would simply become monotones the narrow-
minded would he tone-deaf me would be sharp
all the time some flat all the time There is
definite risk involved but the hong-term affects
might make the chance worth taking
Harmony could become word with real mean
ing using this method However there is one thing
that we must have before any of this can come
ibout good beat And that is something that
we can easily attain by simply tapping our feet
together
S.B.T
Idtet4 to te ECoz...
porting procedures there could be
no standard of functioning for this
privilege We only inform of the
responsibilities that accompany the
privilege
Although all members of the
Honor Committee have better
things to do wIth their time than
to run around looking for infrac
tions we have in the past few days
been trying to determine how much
cheating occurred during finals last
semester This was done to give
us indications of how much under-
standing and support the Honor
Code has at this time On the
whole the few incidence only re
fleet the typical amount of deviancy
within any group
However there wa one mci-
dence of cheating which could have
bearing on future privileges One
of the professors trusted the girls
in her sections enough assuming
they would perform according to
the Honor Code to prepare two
exams for two stated exam pen-
ods system not unlike that which
would be part of self-scheduled
exams What an honor for pro-
fessor to treat us as mature WO
men However it was brought to
her attention after the exam wa5
given the first time that some
how the questions had become
common property So she was
forced to write second more dif
ficuilt exam
Unfortunately most of the
known cases of cheating in the last
few years have been of similar
nature This greatly reduces the
possibilities for having self-ached-
uled exams am not threatening
this Rather what professor is
going to allow us to take self-
scheduled exams knowing that
greaten than normal percentage of
the students wiU merely find it an
opportunity for beating the sys
tern
Beaver is not my first allegiance
and hardly expect it to be yours
But chose to come to Beaver
And while here will live under
the system the majority chooses
There is no such thing as an Honor
Code without provisions for special
procedures and reporting clause
So at this point the only other
way is back to proctored exams
If the majority of the girls want
that fine If not its time to start
living up to the responsibilities we
already have There are many high
schools and colleges where the
Honor Code is an integral and re
spected part of the educational sys
tern Is Beaver too sophisticated
for this No one is expected to
tip-toe around searching for viola-
tions rather each girl is expected
to maintain her own honor Many
appear intensely concerned about
the honor of America being cruci
fied in Vietnam somehow that
concern loses its sincerity when so
few are concerned about their own
honor If you want the Honor
Code and subsequently self-sched
uled exams to be part of Beaver
act like it If you dont Im ready
immediately to start legislative
procedures for abolishing it and re
instating proatored exams
Kris Daring
Chairman Honor Jommittee
Continued on Page Col
Temple University
February 11-12
fl/ore Jhan One Voice
To the Editor
It has been brought to my atten
tion that there has been misun
derstanding about my article What
Games Are We Playing would
like to clear it up by saying that
the quotations in the article came
from ten different people
Anna Smith
Campus Von Refationi
To the Editor
Race relations on the Beaver Cal-
lege campus is ludicrous term
What we are dealing with is non-
relations and the situation is in
dire need of change It seems that
the majority of students the
white students have made no
apparent effort The black stu
dents are in such pathetic miaority
at this school it would be totally
unrealistic and magical to assume
that such large change could be
made by such small group
Interracial understanding on this
campus is an urgent matter If
white student wants to be able to
deal with life in any sort of realis
tic manner she will not accomplish
this by shutting out what should be
an integral part of that life She
will not accomplish this by reading
few books or by speaking to that
black kid whats-her-name in the
lunch line or by watching Eldridge
Cleaver on TV and then patting
herself on the back for being
good white liberal
She can make small beginning
by simply talking to black students
and by not being scared to ask
questions and to get honest ann-
wers She should be totally on the
level when making this attempt
especially with herself She must
be willing to search out recognize
and destroy all the painted-over
prejudices she has within herself
If this means destroying herself it
is no great loss The black stu
dent must likewise be willing to
help improve the atmosphere on
campus
No one can afford to be unto-
volved in making the environment
better for all The biggest step for
improving this environment and
by far the most impotrant step is
getting more black students at
II ver 11 50 more 100
more to significant number
more
No black student on this campus
should be made to feel like token
so that Beaver can claim to be tol
ei-ant
Joy Osrnalov
._J/ ono C0h 2emancIo
lane/ar Proceaureo
To the Editor
First write this letter not only
as chairman of the Honor Commit-
tee but also merely as student of
Beaver College student who has
no more or less responsibility than
any one for maintaining my own
honor as well as reporting others
Infractions Second want to re
emphasize that the Honor Commit-
tee is not part of an establishment
that is merely trying to coerce you
into obeying an outdated code The
privilege of being able to take un
proctored exams and take-home
tests is one enjoyed by all Beaver
girls The only duty of the Honor
Committee is to educate the stu
dents concerning the code If pro-
visions were not made for special
seating placing of books and re
Socialize with fhe
Sociology deparfmenf
Be part of the interesng infer
action faldng place weeky the
fecuhy chat This Thursday February
12 at 400 p.m
REMINDER TO RISING SENJORS
Parental permhskn slips to live off campus next year are due
Dean Plummers office by February Requests will nof be
consdered after This deadUne
.-c.C.o
Tuesday February 10 1970
Beavers psychology departments
offerings have been greatly en
hanced this year by Dr Moss Jack
sons course Seminar in Child De
velopment The course designed
for students who have already had
considerable training in psychol
ogy focuses on abnormal child de
velopment It is broken into sev
eral phases the first portion deal
ing with the effects of infant care
on later personality development
Then study is made into the ques
tion of how separation from par
ents in childhood can influence the
childs social and personality de
velopments throughout life Fin
ally family pathology is consid
ered with the attention on the fam
ilys role rather than that of the
individual child
To actualize these concepts Dr
Jackson plans trips to the Philadel
phia Psychiatric Center In this
way classroom material is meshe
with direct experience The stu
dents are also able to work directly
with schizophrenic adolescents
Field Work
After these phases are complete
the student will then be involved
for several weeks at Horizon
House rehabilitation center
where persons with emotional
problems find help with their per
sonal social and vocational prob
To the Editor
The following is copy of let
ter sent to Dean LeClair on Febru
ary 1970 invite support from
any students who sympathize with
the feelings expressed below in
writing letters to the Dean and
boycotting the Convocation
Dear Dean LeClair
Thank you for the letter con
cerning my status as deans
list student After considering
the implications of the Honors
Convocation however have
decided not to participate in the
Convocation
feel that the ultimate pur
pose of liberal arts education
is intellectual and social growth
of the self directed toward per
sonal awareness and maturity
It is growth that cannot be
measured by grades for it en
compasses wider range than
the classroom and demands
more than assignments for
particular subject The Honors
Convocation by placing empha
sis on the importance of marks
encourages limited intellectual
motivation which seeks satisfac
tion in numerical representa
Uons of knowledge
Too many students urged on
The center is located in
Center City at 12 and Lombard
Streets in new townhouse-styled
building
The people who come to Horizon
House need help in learning to ad
just successfully to the problems
involved in community living
Many are referred by psychiatrists
and counselors from other mental
health centers in the city
Group and individual sessions are
held everyday Each member ot
the community works or is trained
in suitable vocation The cook
ing cleaning and overall manage
ment of Horizon House is carried
out by its members In such
halfway house environment the
emotionally distraught personality
can engage in community activity
while helping himself Thus social
interaction can continue rather
than be inhibited through institu
tionalization
Dr Jackson as member of an
organization known as Psycholo
gists for Social Action is trans
mitting to the Beaver campus
through his enthusiastic class ac
tivities concrete evidence of the
need for Beavers courses to in
clude practice along with principle
In this way Study becomes more
relevant and remembered long af
ter the final exam
Page Col
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by the glories of the deans list
are possessed by the grade
syndrome It tends to blind
one to all but that great big
in the sky goal which
believe perverts the reason for
education
suggest that you abolish the
present grading system includ
ing the assignment of students
to the deans list and institute
pass-fail grades know that
this idea has been proposed be
fore and that some investiga
tion must be done in order to
assure its success at Beaver If
there is anything can do to
help with such work please let
me know Sarah Lang
Sports News
The Beaver College basketball
team opened the season at Chest
nut Hill on January 29 playing host
to Philadelphia College of the Bible
The final score read 24-18 in favor
of P.C
Jean Bogart and Sue Sykes led
Beaver in scoring with eight points
piece Vickers player from
carried the game for
P.C.B with 19 points
BEAVER NEWS
Clubs Sponsor
Dust and Destiny
The Science Club and the Beaver
Christian Fellowship co-sponsored
the showing of the film Dust and
De.stiny on Thursday February
In Heinz lounge The film pre
sented fascinating photographic
sequences some in time-lapse pho
tography of the life cycle of the
grunnim fish that lays eggs on
land the sonar control systems
that enable bats to fly in the dark
bird migratIons and the function
ing of the human eye ear and
heart
The film one of series made by
the Moody Science Institute of
Santa Monica California was
among the films shown to millions
of people over the past three years
at the Montreal Exposition Each
of the films is based on Christian
philosophy of life and usually has
one major thesis to present The
scientific and photographic level of
achievement of these films is with
out equal and the students who
were present at the showing of
Dust and Destiny surely spent
their time well
Beaver and Pitt
Present Concert
The Beaver College Glee Club
will perform with the University of
Pittsburgh Mens Glee Club on Fri
day February 13 in Murphy
Chapel at 815 p.m
Beaver will open the concert
with Dr Dorothy Haupt of Bea
vers music department conduct
ing They will offer diversified
program which includes Negro
Spiritual Mary Dont You Weep
Where Is Love from the play Oli
ver and Shaker song Simple
Gifts adapted by Aaron Copland
The Beaver Dam Seven will be
contributing too but their numbers
will be announced at the concert
Mr Philip Cavanaugh will be
conducting the Pitt Glee Club
Highlighting their program will be
Villasella by Orlando di Lasso
Shenandoah Sea Chantey ar
ranged by Roger Wagner and
Gods Son Has Made Me Free by
Edvard Grieg As an added at
traction the Barber Shop Quartet
has planned some surprise selec
tions
The program will close with the
combined efforts of both choruses
singing Randall Thompsons Alie
luia
Accompanying the Beaver Glee
Club are Barbara Davidson and
Anne Painter
PARIETAL PROPOSALS
Continued from Page Col
Because of expanded pane-
this there has been marked dis
regard for the Responsibility Code
Disagreed
Students are adhering to the
Responsibility Code Agreed
The increase in infractions of
social regulations are due to the
lack of responsibility in the stu
dent Undecided
The present parietal system
should be expanded Agreed
The present parietal system
should not be expanded Disagreed
10 Male guests should be per
mitted to enter and remain in the
dormitory 24 hours day seven
days week provided they adhere
to the established social regula
tions Yes
11 Male guests should be per
mitted to remain in the dormitory
24 hours on Friday Saturday and
Sunday Yes
12 Male guests should be per
mitted to remain in the dormitory
24 hours on Friday and Saturday
only No
13 Male guests should be per
mitted to remain in the dormitory
from p.m to p.m Sunday to
Thursday and p.m to n.m on
Friday and Saturday No
14 Male guests should be per
mitted to remain in the dormitory
from p.m to p.m on Saturday
and Sunday No
gone
They dont carry what we really
want
They are so nasty to students
in there
Their prices are too high
All are complaints from students
about the bookstore which seems
to be the most attacked area on
tie Beaver campus According to
Mrs Gracelee Hague its manager
and Mr Burt Ashman business
manager of the college the store
is operated as service to stu
dents It also contributes of
the college income yearly
The store is expected to be more
than self-supporting said Mr
Ashman Our basic responsibility
is the textbooks and we need to
sell the other items to operate the
store Otherwise we could only be
open six weeks year He termed
the hypothetical six weeks as
lenient estimate
We dont have the room to store
many items added Mrs Hague
pointing to dark and admittedly
small storage area We cant buy
in quantity which is how big dis
count places are able to reduce
prices
The sundries in the bookstore are
bought on consignment from Mc
Dougals of Philadelphia which
handles small accounts The texts
are purchased directly from the
publisher who establishes his own
prices Charges by one freshman
that her texts price was altered
brought quiet denial from Mrs
Hague
Sometimes the publisher raises
his price on book We are not
responsible for that she said
Other stock may be pre-priced
as in the case of cards and some
stationery or may come with
The 13 girls in the psychology
senior seminar are involved in
learning studies that are proving
invaluable to them besides reveal
ing and interesting to non-psych
major Two are in independent
research and the rest are observ
ing and working at various institu
tions in the area
Linda Barth goes to the Irving
Schwartz School each week Ellen
Berstein to school for the blind
Jeanne Chapoian to the Ashburn
School in Elkins Park Nancy Co
hen to Horizon House for schizo
phrenics Leslie Cowen studies
group therapy at Norristown State
Hospital Judy Fine Gordon goes
to Ahington School for the emo
tionally disturbed Pat Peccorella
is doing an independent research
but the subject cant be divulged
because some Beaver students will
be taking part Alice Buchbinder
Siegel works at the Carson Valley
Foster Home
Joanne Eisenberg has an appren
ticeship at the Wildwood section of
the Woods School privately
owned school in Langhorne Wild-
wood is resident school for enlo
tionally disturbed children who
cannot fit into the public school
Today the library will hold
one-day sale of old books and
duplicate books From 900
1100 each book will be sold at
the price of $1.00 frctn 1100
100 the price will be reduced to
50 from 100 300 the price
will be lowered to 251A from
300 500 the price will be 15i
and after 500 the price remains
undetermined The supply is
limited and books will be sold
on the basis of first-come first
served so the library staff ad
vises interested students to
come early
items are priced by Mrs Hague
who is also the buyer
We operate with minimal
markup Mr Ashman told the
News But even during the 20%
off sale the bookstore was working
at profit
Despite the hostility that flares
in the dorms at the word book-
store Mrs Hague has hardly re
ceived any direct complaints
We get few she admitted
but handle them myself We
had suggestion box while ago
and you girls said you wanted film
and cosmetics Now have that
in stock About the more general
complaints Mrs Hague snapped
This is here as convenience
When you girls need something in
huiry or if its raining you can
come here
It seems the students do go to
the bookstore inflation or not
During the two week sale business
was tremendous according to
Mrs Hague Both she and Mr
Ashman hope to see the bookstore
expand within the next few years
We are limited within the four
walls the businss manager said
expressing the desire to see much
larger area for trade books eventu
ally We need more adequate
space
Meanwhile cramped conditions
and hiked prices help to make the
bookstore an object of frequent
and steady grumbling The man
agement realizes the attitudes of
the students and Mr Ashman
agrees that the problems of run
ning the bookstore year-round
shouldnt affect you as our custo
mer
Still he smiled as the cold and
the rain pushed against his office
window You girls are free to go
to Korvettes
situaticn Joanne goes there twice
week and works with seven-to
eleven-year-olds in classes of about
six in size Tb0 children have
either brain damage physical
learning disabilities oi childhood
psychoses When they first come
to Wildwood the specific problems
are diagnosed then they are re
ferred elsewhere or are helped
right there Teenagers and young
adults are helped with vocational
therapy There are different levels
for different degrees of problems
trainable patients are taught
basics at their own individual
speed of comprehension while
modified academic group will get
individual help for precisely their
advancement problems Some will
return to their families or schools
others will stay indefinitely The
idea is to develop normal practices
at speed fIt for the individual
Most important for Joanne is the
experience of recognizing the char
acteristics of specific disturbances
and in learning appropriate tech
niques of therapy What do you
do when someone throws tan
trum There are three or four
things that can be used You cant
always use force because some
times it sets them off Her in
ternship will be the basis of her
years paper
Peggy Strahman is at the Phila
delphia State Hospitals Temple
Unit once week The unit has 30
patients and revolves on total
token economy in which the pa
tients are paid fiat fees and use
their tokens at their own discre
tion It is behavioral therapy
center trying to reinforce socially
acceptable behavior while exting
uishing anything socially incom
patible The attempt is to create
normal environment real society
Continued on Page Col
Child Development Seminar
Encourages Practical Study
Dr Jackson Stresses Need for Social Interection
by Patricia Werthan
lems
Page Three
High Prices Inadequate Space
Object of Bookstore Complaints
by Jackie Manela
They wont reorder until the suggested retail price which the
whole shipment is completely bookstore claims to use few
Senior Psych Majors
Do Individual Projects
by Jane Robinson
Dr Moss Jackson
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from
racIei Can fl/lea Sure
BEAVER NEWS Tuesdays February IO 1970
After vieWiflg private showing
of Tell Them Willie Boy Is TI
we had the good fortune of being
invited to press conference in
the
directors suite We were some-
what skeptical for these things
have tendency to be bulishit or
just pure Madison Avenue
hard
sell Abraham Polonsky however
is warm genuine and compa
sionate human being he must take
lessons from John Sebastian or
vice versa He conducted himself
in spontaneous and easy manner
and was truly concerned vvith the
reaction of audiences to his
movie
especially young people The
fol
lowing is most of what was die-
cussed that afternoon
When we entored Mr Polonsky
was discussing the reaction
of the
audience to showing of Willie
Boy at the Museum of Modern Art
in He was surprised that
there were so many really young
people like high
school age
From there he was asked about
being black-listed
for 20 years
During this period Polonsky
was
forced to write under pseudonyms
He wrote the screenplays for 15
films including one that
won an
Oscar which someone else received
instead of him To illustrate the
togetherness of those suppressed
today in comparison to the lack of
communication between black-
listed artists of his time point
which he continually stressed Mr
Polonsky found it humorous that
now when someone is arrested and
told they wont be able to get job
in physics plant they say
groovy Now kids dont care
In fact they hand their names in
The spring Chemistry 71 cern-
mar on Environment Pollution
and Petro Chemicals OCfl to the
entire college community has been
led each Wednesday morning at
10 30 in Murphy Chapel by either
student or staff member from the
chemistry department Topics dis
cussed so far have been An Over-
view of the Pollution Problem
Air Pollution and Water Pollu
tion
On Wednesday Febriary 25 Dr
Conrad Simon manager of Scien
tific Data for the Department of
Air Resources of New York City
will be on campus under the spon
sorship of the ACS Student Affihi
ate Group and the NSF College
Science Improvement Program Dr
Simon will speak at 1030 am on
the topic The Effect nf Cities on
Climate and Pollution Since Dr
Simon is meteorologist he speaks
with expertise in this area
symbol of understanding and
unity the University of Pennsyl
vanias 15-foot stainless steel mon
ument to peace stands beside the
Van Pelt Library In dedication
ceremony on January 28 the state-
ment of the University Council in-
scribed on the base of the monU
ment was read This monument
erected by members of the Univer
sity Community symbolizes our
commitment to peace and the prin
ciple of self-determination of peo
by MlIFSIIS Pels
With cmli ather and throw the
movies multiplicity off-balarir
on itn take little and give lot
Mr Polonaky takes too much and
doesnt get lost but cant give us
as niuch as he originally intended
For instance the story is based on
true historical incident which
took place in 1909 an event con-
taming many associations p0-
litical ipcial and psychological
with our contemporary society
These links are what originally at-
tracted Mr Polonsky but there is
also another level to the film
very personal one and that is
the
direct analogy to his own life
his being black-listed for 20 years
By the way when he discussed
this major phase of his life it was
with quiet matter-of-factfless no-
martyr-rap or pompous purging
You just know he went through hell
by his simply quiet manner One
statement which did strike me was
on being questioned about the long
time he had to create under pseu
donyms he broke out of his routine
description and said God
had no hope of ever directing
again So the movie works on
three levels the story line the
contemporary implications and the
director personal experiences or
historical social and human The
movie is most successful in the last
sense and the rare times when all
three blend
haracter Imbalance
For example found stress in
the movie and the highlights of the
movie to be in the interaction of
the relationships between the four
main characters Willie Robert
Blake his Indian girl-friend Lola
Katherine Ross Coop the shel
hi Robert Redford and the res
ervation head Liz also Coops mis-
tress Susan Clark The render-
ing of the two love relationships
and their juxtaposition comprise
the best moments of the film P0-
lonsky is masterful with emotions
he has an intuitive touch coupled
Later in the day Dr Simon will
speak on the topic of The Nature
of Air Pollution in Our Cities
The time and place will be an-
nounced In day when this topic
spawns slogans such as Target
for New York Clean Air by 72
all Beaver students should consider
attending these lectures It would
be nice to be forced into larger
room
In March Dr Francis Davis
chairman of the department of phy
sics at Drexel Institute of Tech-
nology will be on campus to speak
on the meteorological aspects
of
air pollution Dr Davis is world-
renowned expert on the physics of
pollution Students may recall see-
ing him on one of the major tele
vision networks where he regularly
gives an analysis of the
weather
Dr Davis will be at Beaver on
either March 18 or March 25 Defi
nite time and place will be an-
nounced shortly
with Conrad Halls surprisingly un
contrived camera work and cross-
cutaways The silent moments
remember are by far the most
beautiful ones the first time Red-
ford and Blake are together on
screen Redford looking at Clarks
hat Redford making love to Clark
Redford holding Ross You couldnt
help but notice my repetition of
Redford he is good and does have
one of the best stares to seethe the
screen in long time but just that
strength leads to my first reserva
lion no pun intended
There was an imbalance between
the characterizations of Coop and
Willie because of Coops predomi
nance the camera stays on Red-
ford we know more about his
background see more of him etc
originally thought it was just his
physical presence or charisma or
personality just as he outshmed
Newman in Butch Cassidy and did
complete snow job in Downhill
Racer but each tune saw the
movie definite emphasis on Coop
and his relationship with Liz solid
ified itself regardless of the force
of Redfords portrayal But when
asked Mr Polonsky about this
he said some interesting ththgs
the Indian love relationship is un
conscious casual ritualistic sim
pIe devoid of sexual and intellec
tual hang-ups whereas Coops af
fair with Liz is typical of modern
sophisticated neurotic life the ex
act opposite of the other relation-
ship Polonsky feels that the mod-
em audience is of course more
accustomed to the complications of
the second affair we identify with
it and experience it it is far from
alien as the other is Therefore it
is only natural to be more affected
by it And he felt that what felt
was not so much an inflection in
the film but my own reflection of
that which is closest to me This
can be extended to include Coop
as the anti-hero and Willie as
Continued on Page Col
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Thank God Abraham Polonsky is
by lisa SI ci ri and il aia
Br Iunrad Iimun to ipeak
IIity I1liuiale and PollutionBackUn
anl there was n1lIr cold do conceived eXp ctatioiis whereas
to prevent hein black-usia it li tile young are
not afraid to let the
took stand film happn to them Mr Polonsky
Qiieik Aiieied and directors lie understands the
\\ cue til beilt new films
Before we had cluilc to asl tiends and their importance Easy
one questi fl lb It was ieali both- Ull was od because it liber
ciTing us Mr Poloiky L1OUghL it ieal cnioliofl which is so un
IlinIs ..\C Ill ltttbeiin ii iii art Aa with literature
Ill 110 dl ii art iu films reflect the
lie answer \Vht II and Clell rhuiu uui sh ii 1011 illuminate
explaillecl that all hpencling it
months at Indian vitiofls ok
ing for gi full th he
fc nIl
that th tribes liJ teen inte
nia iying id 11 lii Inciin gr
did look like ahite iI is A1s3 th
character of 01 va an lnth
girl who wanted to be uhite girl
Besidi Mr olon ky atldcl Idl
Ratherin I3u iun well
ated
WillIe lCflt prol est film
Fillils ertdiiil dont change isa-
cietl Ulmi alt one tion of it
The parallels of the Indian myth
with the thick wluitu confrontation
ahith exists now iii othei words
acisru i.s nriethiiia which Mr
Palonshy acknowledges within our
society He waute to stail
Mr Poloiisky orni of lii countel rn lii and pill1 the bottom
teclinicalitil CII th din and rnc out of the clii
rirhi AuneiicaIl In-
interesting ira nt rluuiiigh
the nivtl Mtt1l make us look
fbi med Pu Harry at thins tli nay we think
th
LawtOfl it al in lent are
iatliei taa as they really are
something whicu Mr Polonsky fel HI hd problems financing WiII1C
was iionieally relevant nt only to Boij because thi eoi there are no
his own pci wial sit tt hut to moi i.e hi pictuu es in Holly-
the present sitnotion as well Ik wood it consdered bad invest-
mentioned one tianu detail which ment hceau ie they lOflt know
stressed the ri runt ic of liat5 un rn
\Vhen
saiiinutions Tar is scene in a-kd it lie haul am trouble corn-
the film about Pi risi hnt ifts ai ing borIc cliiecting
after 20
rival in the IVwt iit ifter fl- yeai is he anmveI ed diiecting
is In
Kinleys srinoti rpli filnie your hea
You dont uTilE urn how
thet stefli th Cl iv after to he
dire tai Technique is noth
hod been kilil Tue lastorfi al ing You say to ye irseif
am
analo ic speak for themselves goin to be dir ector and you do
Ph fOni tie hot in it You elect yo irself
aause no
40 days on is going
to glse you chance
When asked luow he els shout We gt the fading that Mr P0-
his mosl serious critics being lonsky knew exactly w1ut
he was
ydUnger than hirnehf ha said
that doing but this didnt make him in-
he enjoys it because thd young are flexible
He believes he was caught in more valnerable
The older crit
backwash of American policy las come to See pictuiie
with pIe-
Penn Dedicates Peace Monument
over the deaths in the Vietnamese
War and of millions of Vietnamese
and tens of thousands of Americans
including alumni of the Univer
city
The monument in the shape of
traditional peace symbol was con-
structed by University graduate art
students and is result of corn-
promise settlement of dispute
over the height of the Universitys
American flag It was designed by
Dr John McCoubrey professor of
pIes as well as our deep sorrow lart history
10 you feel under-developed Pictureself up and your camera
It orili intensified our
conclusion that lie is time artist Call Nancy Cohen at ext 272 The News needs photographers
with strong sensibilities
And Willie Boy Is Here
di
ni of fbi raealiag corn-
lfldfltO it lii of presdnt
dl Clitid 151 inide by Mike
NiclioH 01 1C slyl isiid Crit
Sal dllflLi ha it anh III
Ii No if ru not igIut theie
rPIlll uivalv iOflle phase 01
the art ita if ii ilefiniteb hand-
iiapldII ti 0Y
0Iiu
0fld-id vi lianluets still open to
hini 501 lyle thuieu limes and
hr lucky enoutIi spend hours
uith thu uliiertor Ste Ingely
enough iltci ging throigh van
dU5 stages ci iotio ii and analy
tical ieactiom- my geneiisl icaction
towaids and complaints of Tell
Thea Wlllb ii id are still
the IflO Only uww instead of
lashlifld out an guessing to
the
reasons vliy hart heard insights
and inform itb to know why and
ad tu shy it iTioic diffiult this way
because thu ritic gaiur is stiipped
rloven to thu isi ituesti
of dif
fore ilk 111 of value is In one way
in sony met dirctor Abraham
Pl0ti5ky cci \Vl5 5Uh
mdeiful human being and fine
artist lii turned uvhat could have
becil au aitificial talking-at into
natu rat i1rir -with that out of
sheer iatitu if respect
want Wil Bo is flawless
only is far frrni peifeet And
their free time at the Center Al- th flaws are In iiblesorne bec ause
so students can Us
Cxx talent they arc professional and well-
to make their films and tap iiieaniiij done
out of knowledge
EventlJllV we hisve an OX
consciousil gather the best
mistakes vu Dot niy eiitiui.sm
tensive lihi or stuulent -i iad how stiilses hiP OS superfluious he
cause the dire ins sincerity afld
Ijuirpose 10 so gen iine that
Mr
PolonskY has UflOflsiOul 5l stilted
my critic ii sense
Mulli luilOhe
wigie Eu IS sensitive quietly
powerful iod movie fa from be-
tug ear client but containing some
memorable moments The ba sic
problem stems from the number
ing to be open and guarded during and intensity of what Polonsky
off hours and thu ough the week- wanted to achieve His multi-pur
ends poses sometimes come into
conflict
Beaver to Set up Center
For InstructonaI Learnrng
by Joanii Tiachterlx ig
On March room 2111 in the Miss Daili ia
Heinni Ii of the rd
classroom building will begin tak-
ucation depietx leni is in ehauge
it
ing on new look Television sets
ordering thr cii iipnent Sh hs
cassette recorders mm project- expresiscd her hopes
tha4 the Ceo-
ors 35 mm slide camera pro-
ten will be us creativ fly by tim
grammed learning machines film students
auid Ii ultl to individual-
strip projectors with library
of use the cow is .s An insir ict ii an
films and 16 mm projector with pie-recoii
certain tuui
sound track equipment ate being ha\ the StUlCi
liten to iii
purchased to turn
this room into
an Instructional Center for mdi-
vidualized Learning Paint an
carpet will renew the
walls and
floor and thirty enrolls will corn-
plete the new look
productions
The Center which is being set In order for
the Center to be
up for the benefit of the
entire col- truly beneficial till ccx no do dcl
lege community was paid for in be open
at all times Till only
pait by the government
The way this can be ac omplirhcd is if
Higher Education Act of 1965
the students begin now speak to
Title No which was formed to the people who have the authority
give monies for the purchase
of to arrange for the classroom
build-
equipment for the improvement of
undergraduate facilities provided
Beaver College with over $23000
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week ago Saturday pulled
into the driveway of Dr Katherine
Sturgis and nearly hit Dr Sam her
husband on his way out trun
died up to the door where Dr
Sturgis welcomed me in with
know sometimes he backs out of
there like bat out of hell
fumbled after her into the living
room where incredible jungly
plants and ah yes greenery
reached from the parlor Just sit
down where youll be comfortable
and settled wide-eyed amid whir
of woman
Dr Sturgis was in premed at
the University of Pennsylvania
when she took break for mar-
riage and two children Returning
to medicine she finished her un
dergraduate work at Penn State
and then did graduate work at
Temple University in chest dis
ease Dr Sturgis made it clear
that her spotlight of concentration
in different aspects of chest disease
has shifted in time from treat-
ment to prevention of an individ
ual factor on to large scale pre
vention and finally effectively to
the root of the problem In 1951
she was already highly involved in
the campaign against smoking
Tuberculosis drugs had been de
velopeci but she faced the continual
rise of lung cancer and emphysema
figures Emphysema progres
sive illness which is incurable at-
ter diagnosis has become the 5cc-
ond highest frequent claim under
Social Security At this point the
good doctor hurried off to bring
me two prepared slices of lung
one of non-smoker and one of
smoker and Im glad Im not
smoker That lung was enlarged
was afflicted with emphysema had
gaps all through it and was of
course dingy grey as compared
with the normal pink slice Pa-
tients with emphysema will breath
52 times minute just sitting still
The lung cancer statistics are just
as revealing 95 of every 100 lung
oancer victims diagnosed as such
of interaction in which hierarchy
of the staff operates as well When
psychologist uses the situation to
the patients advantage which is
the sole purpose of any such unit
it is effective therapy Peggy is
now designing her own ways to
present reinforcement opportuni
ties to patients She has used
bingo game to raise social interac
tions in which special behaviors can
be evoked She has also partici
pated in drama or group therapy
in which staff and patients all join
to try to get group action on mdi-
vidual problems Of course psy
chotherapists are against behavior-
ists in their beliefs of method and
vice versa The fact that both
groups of believers believe in their
own beliefs sustains the hope
though that more and more will
be learned of what psychology will
mean for human beings Other
seniors are working with psycho-
therapy
Work With Individuals
Hnlly Williams and Gladys
Mitchell are observing and aiding
at Norristown State Hospital
Holly works with adolescent schizo
phrenics in section where the
staff outnumbers the patients In
the morning she does lot of ear-
flapping listening to and learning
about the disease in its real form
seeing the patients as real people
It doesnt fit the textbook at all
Holly attends government meet-
lags group therapy situation of
all the staff therapists aides pa-
tients She has also been to Court
Case Conferences where the futures
for law breakers are decided Some
sex offenders or drug abusers be-
long at Norristown others may be-
in jail Each week in the
will die and most of them within
two years The diseases can there-
fore be considered fatal and Dr
Sturgis discovered that attempts
at treatment were just pouflhlg
water into seive She fought
smoking everywhere knowing as
doctor that it has been proven
physiologically pathologically
every conceivable way that smok
ing is destructive to health to
every part of the body But she
learned that it was entirely up to
the individual to stop Every per-
son now knows these adverse af
fects so that if they still smoke it
means one of two things either
they are weak and cant control
themselves or theyre stupid and
just wont listen to the facts
Take heed she knows whats hap-
pening
Wholistic Problem
So for the last five or six years
Dr Sturgis has given her time to
an unceasing literal and physical
fight against air pollution and now
is member of the National Air
Conservation Commission She de
scrbs the problem as wholitu
involved with all the faces of
Adolescent Milieu Meetings each
youths case is reviewed by all the
staff On Fridays family ther
apy session is held where tapes on
the interactions of patient and tam
ily are reviewed by the staff and
problems are hashed out among
them In addition Holly sees
specific patient weekly for personal
experience
Gladys works with elderly manic
depressive and paranoid patients
Every patient is in group accord-
ing to his level of adjustment
There is no speech communication
in one group while in another
group each member has the possi
bility of living outside the hospital
soon again Here too meetings
are held where each patient is re
viewed by the whole staff Gladys
was impressed by the care de
voted to each individual patient but
the experience has taken out the
idealism in her view of psychol
ogy The problems of psychology
cannot be solved overnight and
these in the flesh observations
give the students great deal of
perspective
Audrey Shore is working in con-
junction with sophomore Debbie
Learn on research here at the col
lege The subject is transfer ot
maze learning One half of
group of mice are trained to turn
in maze and one half are kept
as control Their brains are fed
to recipient untrained mice and the
results will be analyzed Whatever
the resuits Audreys further work
will be in this field of biochemical
analysis of the brain after learning
Each of the seniors is willing to
discuss her experience and the de
tails are fascinating enough to
warrant just that
the ecosystem and with the roots
of it all in our unbridled reproduc
tion If you lift your eyes from
the trees and look at the forest
you see that an increase in popu
lation results In an increase of
human waste and an increase of
products needed to support the
new life Then we allow new cor
porations and businesses to spring
up for more unneeded products for
economic profit unaware of the
consequences the spoiling of earth
the ultimate fate of the material
First we produce and sell to make
money and later we find out the
effects Dr Sturgis gave the
example that if trains had been
properly developed and taken care
of like the new rapid transit ap
pears to be we could have pre
vented the plethora of cars Re-
suiting from the mass production
of people and material from the
growth of industry and the higher
economic standard of living is the
flight to suburbia the change in
pattern of living Soon every
family needs two cars rather than
one and we begin to create our
megalopolis
This situation is obvious if we
as Dr Sturgis said lift our eyes
from the trees My questions to
her were why with the outbreak
of interest lately do people still ig
nore much of it how can any one
do anything effectually and what
is it that she feels has to be done
with the world and with attitudes
The people see this smog
Fishermen see their rivers polluted
hunters see the land littered it is
everywhere and obvious Dr
Sturgis suddenly sat straight up
to emphasize the interest of the
young people is the most exciting
thing of all am an optimist and
believe were in time if we go full
steam ahead and dont just give it
lip service
Individual Activity
But people deal in general-
Continued on Page el
Spanish Poetry
Contest Planned
After the death of both Song
Contest and Play Festival the hope
was expressed that perhaps the
spirit of these events would not die
with them It hasnt
Tomorrow night February 11
some of that effort and enthusiasm
will he in evidence at the Spanish
Club Poetry Contest Spanish stu
dents who have memorized poems
in Spanish will recite the poems
and be judged Judging the con-
testants both for pronunciation
and feeling will be Mr and Mrs
JosØ Domenech professors at Tern-
ple University and Rutgers Uni
versity respectively
Climaxing the contest which will
be held in the Mirror Room at 730
p.m will be the presentation of
two awards One will go to the
best Elementary/Intermediate stu
dent and the other will go to the
best Advanced student
Students Invited
To History Hon
Dr Reginald Brill member of
the history department invites all
qualified students to join Phi Al-
pha Theta the History Honorary
To be eligible for membership
student must have at least 2.1
average in no less than three his-
tory courses and an overall 2.0
cumulative average student
need not be history major to
join this international honor so
ciety in history
Dr Brill will be contacting those
qualified students of whom he is
already aware If student is
eligible and interested she should
contact Dr Brill to avoid being
mistakenly overlooked
Beaver College opened its doors
to the community last Saturday
morning when ten-session work-
shop for high school students be-
gan on campus The program
sponsored jointly by the Chelten
ham High School Science Seminar
and the department of psychology
at Beaver will examine the meth
ods psychologists use to study be-
havior Twenty Cheltenham High
School students have registered
for the workshop in Experimental
Analysis of Behavior
Dr Richard Schuster lecturer
in the psychology department who
is currently researching psycho-
biology at the University of Penn-
sylvania is teaching the classes
Mrs Leslie Cowen senior and
Debbie Learn sophomore teach
the laboratory sessions
The workshop organized at the
request of the Cheltenharn Science
Seminar began series of experi
For Theatre Playshop one of the
distinct disadvantages of being an
all-girls school has always been
the casting of male roles In the
past theatrically-oriented students
from nearby colleges and high
schools have volunteered for the
dubious part of being one among
many This year however Beaver
girls will not be sharing the stage
with peers of different sex but
will be performing with hair.-
stylist and chemical engineer
Although he has been hair-
stylist in Jenkintown for the past
13 years Barry Felice has always
wanted to try acting It wasnt
until two years ago however that
he decided to audition for part
in the Threepenay Opera pro-
duced at the Cheltenham Theatre
He has since remained at the the-
atre and has appeared in eight pro-
ductions most recently he is ap
pearing as Julian in Toys in the
Attic Mr Felice has take-n act-
lag lessons at the Hedgerow The-
atre as well as at the Cheltenham
Theatre and is now considering
making acting his vocation
In the Playshop production of
Edward Albees Delicate Bal
ance Mr Felice portrays Harry
the friend who with his wife es
capes from an inexplicable ter
ror felt at his home to the secur
ity he expects at the home of To-
ments in which laborathry rat is
taught to press lever in Skiimer
box These experiments cover the
basic phenomena of operant con-
ditloning Later the group will
visit either the Norristown State
Hospital or the Philadelphia State
Hospital to observe how the prin
ciples of operant conditioning are
applied to the treatment of the
mentally ill In the finai sessions
visual perception with applications
to problems of human engineering
and man-machine relations will be
demonstrated
Dr Bernard Mausner chafrman
of the psychology department
hopes that the workshop will set
precedent for future co-operative
ventures with the high school
We hope to expand it to sum-
mer courses he said rNow the
sessions are informal but perhaps
in the future high school and pos
sibly college credit will be given to
students who participate
As maintenance supervisor for
three plants of the Allied Chemical
ompany Ed Shambaugh finds act-
ing to be great outlet for high
pressure job The graduate of the
University of Illinois was intro-
duced to acting through his wife
who holds degree in acting from
Temple University She was part
of small acting group that wanted
to organize in the Northeast see-
tion of Philadelphia and he was the
president of the civic organization
that was sponsoring the project
Mr Shambaugh was asked to au
dition He admits that he was
pretty bad when he auditioned
but this led him to Hedgerow where
he took acting lessons for six years
Mr Shambaughs acting career of
17 years has provided him with
wide variety of acting experience
He has been in plays for several
amateur and professtonal groups in
the Philadelphia area
Mr Shambaugh enjoys the role
of Tobias in Delicate Balance be-
cause of the wide range it offers
He sees his character as man
who has made peace with the sit-
uation he lives in He resents the
interruptions to his placid role
Both Mr Shambaugh and Mr Fe-
lice agree that director Peter
Moller of the speech-theater de
partment has allowed them to seek
their own interpretations of the
characters they portray he di-
rects and doesnt dictate
Beaver students will be able to
see these two new-comers to the
Theatre Playshop stage on
Wednesday February 25 Satur
day February at 00 p.m and
on Sunday March at 200 p.m
Profile
Dr Katherine Sturgis
by Jane Robinson
Workshop Begins Study
Of Psycho1oy Methods
by Jackie Manela
Dr Katherine Sturgis
Playshup Lasts Local Actors
by Kay Salz
plained because he is dominated
by woman He doesnt really
know What the terror is think
it is consequence of facing the
cnd of an empty life loneliness
INDIVIDEJAL PROJECTS
Continued from Page Cci
Ed Shambaugli
bias and Agnes feel sorry for
Harry the youthful actor ex Barry Felice
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just cant Theres nothing for me
to compare it with except the first
album which couldnt get hod of
in time for this article or perhaps
the collective works of Frank
Zappa although the only similarity
there lies in the fact that they both
play with media or to be adult
exploit the possibilities of audio
electronics Firesign Theaters
second album is eclectic electronic
groovy hip intricate literate and
psychedelic in alphabetical order
It proves and reproves the subjec
tivity of sound media as opposed
to the objectivity of film media in
one grand stream of consciousness
irst side and one tampered with
old radio script second side To
quote McLuhan where visual
space is an organized
continuum of
uniformed connected kind the
ear world is world of simultane
ous relationships Indeed the first
side would make Joyce roll over in
his urn in fact it ends with
parody of Molly Blooms soliloquy
One more thing preliminary one
could argue the ease for Firesign
Theater being truly drug thing
the transitions are undeniably acid-
like uphold however that they
are simply transitions of an un
conscious mind with or without
drugs The drug references are
extraneous and appear only to
appease the young hip audience
who Is buying the album
Subtle Soliloquy
We begin with Ralph Sporsbough
who is the perfect late night TV
commercial car salesman in the
city of Emphezema He sells to
the anonymous protagonist stolen
car with built in climate control
From now on if you listen care
fully to the background you will
always be able to tell whats com
ing next Within the first side you
will get parodies of AM and FM
radio daytime and nighttime TV
novels philosophies and cultures
The protagonist enters the old
Antelope Freeuay instead of the
Gomorrah Expressway Ai he is
driving you can hear the iign
whizzing by South Hills Condom
Exit If You Lived Here Youd
Be Home Now He turns on
tropical paradise on his climate
eontrol where we encounter na
tives and references to Shake
speare Jonson and Lewis Carroll
heavy on the Alice Then he
switches to the land of the pha
roahs We meet up with
Fields and very Freudian pyra
mid The natives there turn him
upside down but hes no fun he
falls right over They call their
own bluff declaring all to be
tale told by an idiot Despite the
protests of his mother he enters
the vaginal pyramid and finds him
self In The Only Nice Hotel In
rown The manager believes in
Mr and Mrs John Smith In
one of the hotel rooms party with
Rockefeller Humphrey and Nixon
become train noises Someone asks
the cop knocking on the back door
just what makes America great
They continue answering that for
almost the rest of the record We
are told to get in step with the
voices of the feet already dead in
the service of their country and to
shout Sig Freud black cat
keeps switching from right to left
and from black to white We now
arrive at late night TV movie
where Lurlin the heroine finds
out that the Presidents name
really is Shikelgruber and she is
determined to bring the war back
home Babes in Khaki name of
movie ends Someone flicks the
TV channel Ralph Sporsbough is
back this time selling dope but he
later becomes the speaker of Mol
lys soliloquy which is where side
one ends and life begins One
thing though they keep changing
the sex of the speaker of the solilo
quy which spoils its impact
The second side is much too re
stricted by their adherence to the
radio script but the plot as fan
tastic as it may seem works out in
the end There are only few
gags which hold it together such as
their losing their scripts in one
part It is surfacely more amus
ing for one can follow it much
more easily than side one Another
gag is the million references to
Beatle songs and at least one Dy
lan song Moggies Farm whose
lines they use as dialogue and in
one instance to name character
They do not change media on the
second side It remains radio
throughout There also exists
sort of puppy-love relationship be
tween the two sides Thoughts and
phrases re-occur throughout the
entire record jotting your sensi
bilities and in fact blowing your
mind
Firesign Theater is good for
your head Take it twice day
once in the morning and once at
night After posing every pos
sible question and answer it will
and that Industry is the big pal-
luter SO that just one person wont
matter Its fascinating how few
people ask what can do person-
ally Everybody must keep con-
eious we simply have to become
ensitized to the things that make
ollution myself am not going
contribute one bit to pollution
tnd she doesnt Dr Sturgis picks
friends when they go some-
here so that one car rather than
iree are used she uses Amoco
asoline because it has none of the
ad thats killing plants along
ighways she leaves no lights on
nnecessarily because that means
iore coal burned somewhere to
roduce more electricity But she
int fanatical or paranoid about
he issue she is simply aware
ensitized We all have to care
bout each other about our fellow
an And you have to be willing
stick your neck out She had
een in court just the day before
appear against company in
Philadelphia whose belching waste
was suffocating nearby residents
and adding to the lethal smog of
the air These patricles of air
waste are each covered with nox
ious fumes When they enter the
lungs the cilia tiny hairs are
supposed to keep them in position
such that they can be eliminated
by the body If particles are con-
stantly inhaled such as in city
or as any smoker does the cilia
are flattened down the particles
and noxious fumes cause contrac
tion of muscles of the lung in
bronchial spasm and this doctors
believe is the cause of emphysema
People must be willing to go ahead
and report such instances to re
port any pollution by any individ
ual industry or whatever
The elimination of pollution will
cost money Were going to have
to pay We cant choke ourselves
to death pinching pennies Wed
jolly well better try
to use less
Every single person has to get in
volved The Health Department
can be called if you see any pol
luters Officials too must know
were watching them The power
of the vote dont ever play it
down Dont think those letters
dont make an impact Each letter
is vote and you can pound at it
keep banging away
But we wait for frank illness
We are not philosophically inclined
Our pace is fast and thoughtless
derived from daring active pio
neers in whose situation expansion
was possible But now we have to
have the vision to look beyond im
mediate gratiæcation and gain and
take long look for posterity
Children have to be educated with
happy medium of discipline
self-discipline Every child must
be shown the effects of irresponsi
bility all along the line or the lack
of self-discipline will destroy the
person himself The salvation of
the ftture lies in the young peo
ple The older generations have
acted with willful negligence
real hero for we are society of
anti-heroes Polonsky describes
this An anti-hero Is one who
struggles to find his identity in
destiny that he refuses to fulfill
What hes really fighting against is
the power structure the organlza
tion the set-up Willie is strug
gling with that too but he has
real destiny to fulfill Hes hero
All he has to do is become him-
self and he does
From forth-coming book The
Directors Event authors Sherman
and Rubin comment Polonskys
characters are caught between
frames of reference which compli
cate values to the point of produc
ing moral Inaction But when their
confusing alternatives are eventu
ally removed they inevitably slip
into the path of pre-determined
impulse to destroy the outer frame-
works whether historical political
or social which simultaneously
create and splinter identities in
modern world Throughout the
film the evolution of Willies char-
acter Is basically instinctive and
compulsively hits us forcefully In
sporadic spots Coop is smoothly
molded and poured evenly through-
out The internal meaning of their
lives against the external land-
scape of the time go through stages
of confusion and inaction to action
with predetermination both driven
men are compelled to fulfill their
mutual destiny regardless of what
they want to do But Redfords
plight is more complex and con-
temporary we as modern audi-
ences empathize yet we are more
sympathetic to and touched by
Willies plight This all makes
hell of lot of sense Mr Polon
skys explanations show he knew
exactly what he was doing and he
felt he achieved his desired effects
Only still feel basic conceptual
imbalance for the movie could
have easily been called tell them
Robert Redford is here
Absence of Dialogue
The second problem is the dia
logue recent trend in films is
anti-dialogue which is fine in
certain context this can slip into
non-dialogue which is also fine in
certain context which can lead
to no-dialogue ditto But at the
end of this cycle there are films
immersed in the non-dialogue
trend which when they do occa
sionally add bits of dialogue it is
an unnatural gimmick it comes out
sounding artificially placed and
doesnt blend with the rest of the
films silences In American ifims
recent side-kick of the non-dia
logue has been new type of dia
logue quick cute clever little re
torts Unfortunately or fortun
ately In real life we do not al
ways speak In witty-noel-cowardian
snips and snaps Mr Polonsky
feels films should transcend Ian-
guage He doesnt think there is
dialogue In Willie he referred to
the lines as stones dropped in the
desert Now how can anyone dis
agree with Mr Polonskys philoso
phy but there were times In the
movie when those stones were
more like boulders or bombs In
non-dialogue film the little bit of
dialogue takes on an even greater
importance it is like poetry where
every word is crucial They must
be gems uncut stones shining
subtly but not brightly The prob
1cm in Willie is that because of the
absence of dialogue the dialogue
when It does exist draws attention
to itself and becomes the downfall
when the films three levels collide
Because Mr Polonsky had so much
to say he is cinematically success-
ful the unspoken speaks for itself
But just when we are completely
immersed In the beauty of the act-
ing and the camera work and the
silences the feeling he blows
it with an expression or word thats
so obvious or trite you are almost
appalled by its presence wondering
how the subtleties and blatancies
can exist at the same time
Before met Mr Polonsky in
person was embarrassed that It
was hard for me to accept such
good soft-spoken film almost en-
pected not violent but raw
wildness With all the self-lndul
gence on the screen such as
Ka
zans autobiographical arrangement
and Wexlers not cooling down
was surprised and at the same
time curious as to how Polonsky
after all he had been through stop-
ped himself from exploding yb-
lently or moralizing But after all
that time and acceptance the feel-
ing did not lose its intensity
but
dug deeper into knowledge of
humanity and suffering through
personal experience The films
two major motifs are running and
waiting This quiet understanding
is the beauty of the film and the
director Anything loud or stupid
or embarrassing is in conflict with
his nature After meeting Mr
Polonsky asked question did
not need to ask for his presence
answered it for me but asked
anyway How did you stop your
self from being self-indulgent
Mr Polonsky looked me straight in
the eye smiled and said Because
Im not self-indulgent
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Good for your head
by Lisa Strenger
Listen this cant be review It lots of Americans is in progress
It was 50 mInutes later and
felt as though Id been to the
speech Dr Sturgis was due to give
in another hour in Philadelphia or
one from the many conferences
shes continually attending The
convince you that you know and phone call score during our talk
are nothing or everything and so had run up to five by now and
is everyone else Its title by the mentioned that she was rather
way is How Can You Be In Two busy person Her aside But
Places At Once When Youre cant keep up with the things
Really No Where At All love But her life is alive
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